
AWSCWI.COM Launches Nationwide Structural
Welding Inspection Service, Expands QA/QC
Across the United States and Beyond

Inspecting for weld undercut with precision at

AWSCWI.COM.

AWSCWI.COM's new service guarantees

unparalleled welding quality and safety

for projects across the US and

internationally.

UNITED STATES, April 2, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- AWSCWI.COM, a

leading provider of certified welding

inspection services, is proud to unveil

its latest innovation in construction

and industrial safety: the Structural

Welding Inspection Service. Available

nationwide, this service is dedicated to

upholding the highest standards of

quality and safety in structural welding,

catering to the needs of general

contractors, project managers, and

engineering firms.

Under the expert guidance of Matthew J. Behlen, AWSCWI.COM employs professional structural

welding AWS Certified Welding Inspectors (CWI) to conduct thorough inspections. These

specialists are proficient in the most revered codes and standards, including AWS D1.1, AWS

D1.3, AWS D1.4, AWS D1.5, AWS D1.6, the International Building Code, and AISC 360. Their

expertise ensures that every project adheres to the strictest quality and safety benchmarks.

"Our mission at AWSCWI.COM is to bring unparalleled safety and quality assurance to every

project we're involved with," said Matthew J. Behlen, owner of AWSCWI.COM. "With our

nationwide Structural Welding Inspection Service, we're not aiming for the industry standards;

we're adding extra real world value for continuous welder improvement."

The Structural Welding Inspection Service by AWSCWI.COM is designed to cater to a diverse

range of projects, including military bases, commercial endeavors, power plants, process plants,

microprocessor projects, municipal buildings, industrial projects, and commercial process

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://awscwi.com
https://awscwi.com/structural-welding-inspection-service/
https://awscwi.com/structural-welding-inspection-service/
https://youtu.be/1Sv7l6e2Ts0?si=A48-xw3GDcThVNou
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facilities. By covering such a broad

spectrum, AWSCWI.COM ensures that

every project, regardless of its nature

or location, benefits from the highest

welding integrity and 100% code

compliance.

Broadening Horizons. AWSCWI.COM's

Inspection Expertise in key areas:

Bridge Construction: AWSCWI.COM

plays a crucial role in the safety and

durability of bridge constructions,

employing advanced inspection

techniques to uphold the highest

standards of structural welding. Their

expertise is pivotal in ensuring these

vital connectors stand the test of

time.

Commercial and Industrial Projects: The structural integrity of skyscrapers, shopping centers,

With our nationwide

Structural Welding

Inspection Service, we're not

aiming for the industry

standards; we're adding

extra real world value for

continuous welder

improvement.”

Matthew J. Behlen

and manufacturing facilities is fortified through

AWSCWI.COM's well documented inspections. By detailed

application of industry codes, they assure the resilience

and safety of these monumental structures.

Public Infrastructure and Energy Initiatives: AWSCWI.COM

extends its inspection services to essential public

infrastructure and groundbreaking energy projects. From

water treatment plants to wind turbines, their inspections

are instrumental in securing the functionality and longevity

of these projects.

Unique Architectural Projects: With a professional approach to detail, AWSCWI.COM collaborates

on specialized construction projects such as sporting stadiums, arenas, and museums, ensuring

that innovative designs achieve verified structural soundness and safety compliance.

For general contractors, project managers, and engineering firms, the introduction of

AWSCWI.COM's Structural Welding Inspection Service means peace of mind. Knowing that every

welding aspect of their project is scrutinized by AWS CWI certified inspectors assures that the

structural integrity and safety of their projects are never compromised.



QR Code for AWSCWI.COM Structural Welding

Inspection Service
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About AWSCWI.COM

AWSCWI.COM is at the forefront of

welding inspection and welding

consultancy, specializing in ensuring

the quality and safety of welding works

in construction and industrial projects

across the United States. With a team

of AWS Certified Welding Inspectors,

AWSCWI.COM offers comprehensive

inspection services that adhere to the

most stringent industry standards,

ensuring that projects not only meet

but exceed expectations.

Matthew Behlen

AWSCWI.COM Industrial Code Management
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AWSCWI.COM's Precision at Work

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/700414688
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